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Portfolio 

About

After completing an apprenticeship in Carpentry & Joinery, Darren obtained an MSc in Building 
Conservation. Additional vocational qualifications relate to the conservation of Lime mortars, Masonry 
and Monuments.  

McLean Conservation Associates are able to provide advice and education on a range of Building 
Conservation topics. As a conservation practitioner Darren specialises in Lime Mortars/Plasters, 
Masonry, Geometric tile floors and Historic timber conservation.  

Clients include: Sir Lachlan McLean of Duart Castle, Historic Environment Scotland, The Peter Pan 
Trust, Glasgow City Heritage Trust, The Prince's Trust, The National Trust for Scotland, Yangon 
Heritage Trust, Australian Aid, HKICON 

Darren is a guest lecturer on Strathclyde University’s Building Conservation MSc and an Adjunct 
Assistant Professor for the University of Hong Kong’s Building Conservation MSc, responsible for the 
materials and techniques module. 

This document relates to Trowel trades, Masonry and Hard surface finishes. 

Consultancy and Education Topics

Darren teaches both formally in higher education and also for various heritage related organisations. 

Topics taught include: 
Masonry 

Stone & Brick 
Traditional construction  
Conservation and repair practices 
Crack stitching/ consolidation methods

Mortars 
Lime mortars 
Pointing techniques 
Lime theory and use 
Lime Render and Stuccos 
Natural cement (Roman cements) 
Grouting

Ceramics 
Mosaics 
Tessellated geometric floors 
Wall tiles 
Repair and replacement

Timber 
Timber decay 
Traditional window conservation 
Traditional Carpentry and Joinery 
Floor conservation 
Finishing techniques

Conservation 
Decay of materials 
Materials for conservation 
Techniques 
Damp resolution 
The trades
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Teaching and Speaking Engagements

Academic 
University of Hong Kong	 	 Adjunct Associate Professor, MSc Building Cons. 
Strathclyde University	 	 	 Guest Lecturer & External Marker, MSc Building Cons. 

Heritage Organisations - Speaking Events 
The Glasgow City Heritage Trust	 Mosaic and Geometric Floors, Timber window conservation 
Yangon Heritage Trust		 	 Resolving damp in historic buildings 
HKICON	 	 	 	 Timber conservation in Northern Russia and Hong Kong 
HKICON/REHAB	 	 	 Conservation of: Timber, Floors, Paints, Mortars 
SPAB	 	 	 	 	 Window conservation 
National Trust for Scotland	 	 Lime mortars 
Festiwal Otwarte Zagrody, Poland	 The importance maintaining our built heritage 

Workshop Tutor/Instructor 
Town Heritage Initiative (THI) Events	 Various Scottish councils, topics: 
	 	 	 	 	 Sash window repair, Historic Joinery, Decay of timber 
HKICON/REHAB	 	 	 Masonry - Hands on workshop 
Yangon Heritage Trust		 	 Historic masonry repair & Conservation of geometric floors 
The Glasgow City Heritage Trust	 Lime mortars & Masonry repair 
SLCT	 	 	 	 	 Lime mortars & Sash window repair 
Masons Mortar		 	 	 Stone repair 
Festiwal Otwarte Zagrody, Poland	 The use of Lime and Masonry in conservation 

Conservation Education and Specialist Training

Master of Science, Building Conservation

Bournemouth University, England 

Wooden Architecture Conservation and Restoration, 1st International ICCROM Course

Petrozavodsk and Kizhi Island, Russia 

Studying the log monuments of Russian North and Scandinavia. ‘ 
Timber science and Dendrochronology 

NPA in Conservation of Masonry (SVQ III) 
Telford College/Historic Scotland:  Edinburgh, Scotland 

SVQ in Masonry Conservation (SVQ II) 
Scottish Lime Centre Trust:  Fife, Scotland 

Conservation of Traditional Mosaics

Scuola Mosaico Luciana Notturni:  Ravenna, Italy


Care and Conservation of Historic Floors

West Dean College:  Chichester, England 

Resolving Dampness in Historic Buildings

Mike Parrett & Associates 
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Plaster & Render 
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Private residence:    New Town, Edinburgh, Scotland:    1790s 

A flat within a Georgian tenement was suffering from settlement and poor construction practices

Overlapping laths and poorly mixed bovine hair have added to cracking created by settlement.


All deteriorated and loose material removed. Fine/top coat rebated and coarse stuff secured.


Lime putty Coarse stuff flush with original.   Lime putty Fine stuff finished flush with original.


� �

� �

� �
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Former bank manager’s apartments.    Bothwell, Scotland:    1850s 

A flat over a former bank branch suffered from water ingress and damage from wood rot


A water ingress and wood rot related ceiling collapse required a new steel beam and plaster 
restoration.


Original plaster enrichments were cleaned and copied in order to create replacement pieces.


The enrichment were applied over the newly run cornice.


� �

� � �

� �
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Private residence:    Kirkcaldy, Scotland:    1850s

Broken stone lintel replaced with steel beam. Client required a more sympathetic solution


A steel box beam was installed to support the stonework above. The former exterior wall, was to 
become an interior feature wall once the new familyroom extension was completed. The client 
wished to improve the appearance of the steel beam.  


A timber frame, clad with plywood and expanded metal lath provided the shape for the new 
‘beam’ in render. The surface was finished in a manner to reproduce that of the original weathered 

stonework. 


� �

�
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The rendered ‘lintel’ provided an aesthetic finish, as per the client’s request. 

�

�
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Private residence: Anstruther, Scotland: 1690s with 1842 decoration

A private residence decorated in the ‘Grotto’ style, popular in the mid 1800s


Decorated in 1842 by the owner, a local plasterer. 


Vibration damage due to heavy traffic.


�

� �
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Loss of original material due to impact of large vehicles and souvenir taking.


Completed.


This residence, originally built in the 1690s and later owned by a local plasterer, was decorated in 
the ‘Grotto’ style in the 1840s. Poor and incomplete repairs over many years had left the house in 
a poor state. The client, the local government council requested that the building be restored in a 
sympathetic manner, but with repairs discernible from the original decoration. 


After assessment and recording, gentle cleaning was performed and a lime mortar used to secure 
new shells.


The work performed to this building was as a sub-contractor, part of a two man team. 


� �

� �
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Borough Hall:    Dunoon, Scotland:    Mid 1890s

Conservation of damaged samples of stencilled walls and amateur sketches by unknown persons


These items were framed to be part of the new museum within the restored town hall.

� �

� �

� �
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National Trust Property:    Glasgow, Scotland:     1850s

Wood rot caused by a roof leak required plaster section to be made good

Previous repairs of varying materials and quality were dismantled and pieces prepared.


Removal of inappropriate plaster from previous repairs.


�
�

�

� �

� �
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Brick, Render and Lime Mortar 
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Traditional Skills Academy:     Breda,    Netherlands

Studying the various styles of Dutch pointing and Dutch style lime mortar based brick repair


Brick repair using tinted sand and lime only.


The standard ‘Flat joint, jointed’ style. Lined on the LH photo.


Formalised cutwork.


� �

� ��

� �
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Former British & Burmese Government Headquarters, Burma Late 1800s

The ‘Secretariat’ a red Terra cotta brick work with rendered elements


Many years of disuse and neglect had left the buildings in a poor state, requiring extensive 
repairs.


� 


� �

�
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As consultant the responsibility was to raise the standard of workmanship. A training program 
was created and a methodical method of work was introduced.  


Lime mortars were introduced and health and safety improved. 


��

�
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Tenement Building:    Glasgow, Scotland:    1860s

Original brick wall damaged by trees and subsidence. Required rebuilding and adaptation to join 
original wall


Tree roots had pushed wall off of foundations. A later tree fall had caused the wall to collapse.


The wall was rebuilt using the original bricks where possible. All construction was in lime mortar.


� �

� �
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The standing wall was leaning slightly, but in no danger of collapse. A cut was made in the wall to 
create three graduating zones. A buttress and a pier were created to strengthen the wall and 
accommodate the differing planes of the wall.


The original bricks posed a challenge due to their differing sizes. Lime mortar was used in the 
original construction of the wall as were all repairs.  


� �

� �
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Tenement Building:    Glasgow, Scotland:    1890s

Unfinished phase of tenement building in poor condition requiring masonry and stucco/render 
work


1890s Tenement gable wall in poor state, with many thin layers of brittle cement render in a state 
of delamination.


All deteriorated lintels replaced and openings closed with lightweight blocks and lime mortar to 
accommodate general movement of the original wall. Lime render  being applied.


�  �  

� �
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The render after being Lined, or ‘Struck’ in the traditional Scottish style, in imitation of Ashlar 
stonework.


Due to an economic downturn in the late 1800s, the last phase of this tenement building was 
never completed. What should have been a thin masonry wall, dividing flatted residences, 
became the external wall for well over a century. Multiple thin layers of cement render failed to 
make the gable watertight. 


Removal of all cement, improvements to the chimneys, lead flashings and areas of single skin 
brickwork were carried out prior to rendering in a lime based render.


�
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Rural building:    Cumnock, Scotland:    1850s

Badly cracked masonry requiring repointing, brick replacement and structural brick ‘stitching’


Empty for many years, the building required re-roofing, pointing, masonry and structural bonding 
of the building cracks.


Multiple helical stainless steel ties were installed. At regular intervals, the old pointing was 
removed, the joints cleaned and a cementitious resin applied to the joint.


The stainless steel ties installed, more resin installed and neatened prior to the lime mortar being 
applied.


� �

� � �

� � �
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Stone & Lime Mortar 
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Private residence:    Portobello, Edinburgh, Scotland:    Mid 1800s

A boundary wall in poor condition requiring repointing and stone repairs


Originally built from a poor quality sandstone and subsequently repaired with hard cement based 
mortars for many years, the wall was in very poor condition.  


All cement mortar was removed and replaced with lime mortar.


The wall was pointed in the traditional Scottish style of ‘Flat joints’, a flush finish to encourage 
water to be shed and preventing ledges where sitting water can cause damage via frost 
expansion.


Repointed in a NHL mortar. Repairs included indents and full stone replacements.


� �

� �
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The Prince’s Trust      Dumfries House, Cumnock, Scotland     Late 1700s

Removal of cement mortar and replacement with an NHL Lime mortar. Flat Jointed


�

� �

�

�

�
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Stone & Hot Lime Mortars:    Duart Castle, Isle of Mull,    1200s/1900s

Restored in the early 1900s by Sir John Burnet, the 13c castle has experienced damp issues 
relating to modern building materials. These problems were exacerbated during renovations in the 
1990s. Timber rot and the decay of slate used as a construction stone during the 13c are typical 
issues. 


Works continue to rectify these issues.

Hot lime mortars were largely replaced by hydrated limes in the last century. Hot lime mortars 
have attracted an unwarranted air of mystery and the impression of being difficult to use.  To the 
contrary, amongst experienced practitioners hot limes typically experience much lower rates of 
failure, being less susceptible to excessive heat or cold. Hot limes also adhere in a far superior 
manner to impervious igneous stone, such as basalt and granite.


� �
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Stone:    Creating an architectural piece:    UK

Maltese Limestone. Cutting a demonstration architectural piece


� �

� �
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Workshops & Formal Teaching 
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Teaching:    Masonry instruction    Various locations

Teaching masonry at various locations


Rodaki, Poland 2010. Teaching as part of ‘Otwarte  Zagrody’ Open Gardens for INTBAU.


Yangon, Burma, Leading workshops for The Yangon Heritage Trust 2017.


Hong Kong, Leading the Building Conservation ‘Materials & Techniques’ module for HKU 2018.


��

� �

� �
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Glasgow, Scotland 2018, Tiled floor conservation,  Glasgow City Heritage Trust


Glasgow, Scotland 2018, Traditional Brickwork,  Glasgow City Heritage Trust

� �

� �

� �
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